
Ecclesiastes Intro Study: Group Members 
 
Start 
Today we look at some of the background to Ecclesiastes, thinking about the man behind 
the message (Solomon), and how Ecclesiastes might fit into the world of wisdom literature.  
 
Question 
Who is the wisest person you have ever met? 
 
What do you already know about the book of Ecclesiastes? 
 
Think & talk 
1. Read Ecclesiastes 1:1-2, 16. What do we know about Teacher from these verses? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What do we know of Solomon’s wisdom from these other parts of the Bible: 
 

• 1 Kings 3:5-14: 
 
 

• 1 Kings 4:29-34:  
 
 

• 1 Kings 10:1-9; 23-25:  
 
 

• Luke 11:29-32:  
 
 
 
3. Going back to the Teacher’s first words in Ecclesiastes—Meaningless, meaningless, 

everything is meaningless—what does that tell you about the nature of the book 
we’re about to study?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



4. Have you ever thought to yourself that life is meaningless? What have you concluded 
about the value of faith in God in the midst of life’s confusions/absurdities?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How do these opening words from Ecclesiastes compare with other well-known pieces 

of wisdom literature from the Bible: 
• Proverbs 3:1-10:  

 
 

• Job 2:3-10:  
 
 

• Matthew 5:1-6:  
 
 

• James 3:13-18:  
 
 
 
6. We need to sit with the lessons of Ecclesiastes before rushing to find good news in the 

New Testament. What has even this early foray into Ecclesiastes taught you? And 
what light does the gospel shine upon the pessimism of Ecclesiastes? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Pray 
Praise God for speaking into our lives, with the sort of realism we find in Ecclesiastes. 
Praise him also for giving us hope through the gospel of Jesus. 
Ask God to help us learn the lessons of Ecclesiastes, so that we grow in our wisdom. 
Also ask God to continue to be at work in the coronavirus situation, particularly with:  

• the vulnerable at this time,  
• medical professionals treating those who’ve contracted the virus,  
• key decision-makers as they continue to shape our national response, and  
• with those developing vaccines. 

 
  



Ecclesiastes Intro Study: Group Leaders 
 
Start 
Today we look at some of the background to Ecclesiastes, thinking about the man behind 
the message (Solomon), and how Ecclesiastes might fit into the world of wisdom literature.  
 
Question 
Who is the wisest person you have ever met? 
 
What do you already know about the book of Ecclesiastes? 
 
Think & talk 
1. Read Ecclesiastes 1:1-2, 16. What do we know about Teacher from these verses? 
 
In v.1 we are introduced to the Teacher by someone we’ll call the frame narrator or host. 
This person could even be like a research supervisor, or editor, because he/she reappears at 
the very end of Ecclesiastes (12:9-14) to give an appraisal of the Teacher’s investigations. 
 
But the Teacher himself is a King of Israel, based in Jerusalem, and following on from King 
David. In v.16 it really sounds like Solomon, who had a reputation of being the wisest man of 
the ancient world. If it is not in fact Solomon, it is someone writing under the guise of 
Solomon, perhaps as a literary technique to underscore the seriousness of the research 
project that is being undertaken. 
 
By the way, the word for Teacher literally means someone who gathers an assembly, so 
think of the Teacher more like a keynote speaker, or TED talker, than a school teacher. 
 
2. What do we know of Solomon’s wisdom from these other parts of the Bible: 

• 1 Kings 3:5-14: Solomon asked for wisdom from God, and was granted long life and 
wealth in addition. 

• 1 Kings 4:29-34: Solomon was regarded as the wisest man of his time, and was 
prolific in his writing and song writing, and in his scientific descriptions 

• 1 Kings 10:1-9; 23-25: when the Queen of Sheba visited she was overwhelmed with 
Solomon’s splendor and wisdom; she and later many nations visited Solomon to hear 
his wisdom, and added to his riches 

• Luke 11:29-32: Jesus also notes the visit of the Queen of Sheba to Solomon, and 
Solomon’s wisdom, although he points out that he is in fact wiser again than 
Solomon. 

 
3. Going back to the Teacher’s first words in Ecclesiastes—Meaningless, meaningless, 

everything is meaningless—what does that tell you about the nature of the book 
we’re about to study?  

 
The book of Ecclesiastes is not going to be a walk in the park, or a simplistic good news 
story. In some way it sets out to help us reconcile our faith in God with the troubling 
experiences of life. But the early signs aren’t promising. Solomon’s great wealth and wisdom 



qualify him above anybody else to undertake this research project into what is meaningful 
to humans under the sun. If he cannot find answers, well, probably no-one can. 
 
Ultimately, he decides not that there is no meaning, but that ultimate meaning is impossible 
for even the richest and smartest people to discover. We are going to need to land 
somewhere else than trying to find ultimate meaning from this life and the things of this 
world, or trying to work it out by mere observation or trial & error. 
 
4. Have you ever thought to yourself that life is meaningless? What have you concluded 

about the value of faith in God in the midst of life’s confusions/absurdities?  
 
 
 
5. How do these opening words from Ecclesiastes compare with other well-known pieces 

of wisdom literature from the Bible: 
• Proverbs 3:1-10: Proverbs has an optimistic appraisal of godly wisdom, which it 

defines in v.7 as fearing the Lord and shunning evil. Proverbs doesn’t make 
watertight promises that being righteous & godly leads to a good life of health & 
wealth & success, but it suggests that is the general pattern. If you live well before 
God, he will bless your life. 

• Job 2:3-10: Job challenges the positive predictability of Proverbs by showing how an 
upright and righteous man still suffers greatly, though he had done no wrong. 

• Matthew 5:1-6: In this Sermon on the Mount, Jesus indicates the upside-down 
nature of the Kingdom of God, and how there will be a turn-around for the meek, 
poor, sorrowful, etc, although this appears to be some way off into the future. 

• James 3:13-18: James’ wisdom sounds similar to that of Proverbs, but suggests that 
God will bless the humble and upright not so much with health, wealth and success, 
but with increasing purity and good deeds. 

 
This shows us that we need to read Ecclesiastes alongside other wisdom literature and hold 
them in tension together. They each contribute a piece of the puzzle, a part of the picture, 
without saying everything that could be said. But we also need to hear the distinctive 
contribution of each piece of wisdom, and Ecclesiastes certainly has a distinctive message. 
 
6. We need to sit with the lessons of Ecclesiastes before rushing to find good news in the 

New Testament. What has even this early foray into Ecclesiastes taught you? And 
what light does the gospel shine upon the pessimism of Ecclesiastes? 

 
We won’t learn anything from Ecclesiastes by simply skipping quickly to the hope of the 
gospel. Even the early parts of Ecclesiastes teach us to be wary of trying to find ultimate 
meaning from things under the sun. We will tease out this idea in the weeks that follow. 
 
But we also know from above that Ecclesiastes is not the only or final word of wisdom in 
Scripture. The gospel is about the Lord Jesus Christ, who was wiser than Solomon, who 
suffered unjustly like Job, and who was killed before defeating death in his resurrection. This 
paid the penalty of our sin, removed the barrier between us and God, so that a way is open 



to now be at peace with God, and also to hope in a glorious future. So we need to be 
reminded of hope, even as we learn the lessons of Ecclesiastes. 
 
Pray 
Praise God for speaking into our lives, with the sort of realism we find in Ecclesiastes. 
Praise him also for giving us hope through the gospel of Jesus. 
Ask God to help us learn the lessons of Ecclesiastes, so that we grow in our wisdom. 
Also ask God to continue to be at work in the coronavirus situation, particularly with:  

• the vulnerable at this time,  
• medical professionals treating those who’ve contracted the virus,  
• key decision-makers as they continue to shape our national response, and  
• with those developing vaccines. 

 


